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Vietnam Discovery Travel is one of the fastest 
providers of visa, immigration and business 
assistance services when it comes to Vietnam.



Since 2007, we have raised a team of 
competent and experienced staff well versed 
with the visa, tourism, and immigration and 
business assistance sectors and are dedicated 
to service excellence, providing undivided 
attention to our clients, meticulous attention to 
detail as well as uncompromising safety 
standards.



In addition, our fast base of satisfied clients 
(both individual and corporate) proves that we 
have followed a highly fruitful and practical visa, 
immigration and business assistance 
approach.



Therefore, when it comes to visa, immigration 
and business assistance in Vietnam, it turns to 
our services.


Our Core Values

Our Missions

Our Core Values

Our Visions

To provide superior and transparent information to our clients 
based on their requirements and legal regulations.

To provide a supportive hand throughout the process till our 
clients touch their expectations.


To become No. 1 choice by foreigners who want to visit or 
relocate to Vietnam and Vietnamese or foreigners in Vietnam 
who want to make a visa for another country. 

To maintain a high standard of professionalism, performance and 
quality to establish exemplary excellence in visa, immigration and 
business assistance consultation and services in Vietnam.


Developed to be the No. 1 consultant and service 
provider in Vietnam work permit, temporary 
residence card, consular legalization and police 
check.

Services

OUR BRANDS & 

SERVICES

Our brands

We are a family of industry-leading brands, specializing in different aspects of visa application, immigration consultation and business assistance, serving a single goal of 
providing our clients the utmost convenience and ensuring their satisfaction. Thanks to our expertise and experience, we can solve almost any request and query.


You won’t need to look around if your concern comes from Vietnam visa, visa extension, work 
permit, temporary residence card, police check and legalization as we are NO. 1 one-stop-shop in 
all these aspects.

Vietnam-visa.com

Vietnam Visa on Arrival & E-visa 

Visa to Americas


Vietnam Temporary Residence Card

Vietnam Visa Extension 

Visa to Europe


Vietnam Consular Legalization

Vietnam Work Permit

Visa to ASIA

Vietnam Police Check 

When it comes to tours to Vietnam and Indochina, it comes to Vietnamdiscovery.com. With a 
name that boldly embodies the firm commitment to our travel clients, we have served millions of 
travellers from all over the world for over 13 years of excellence. 


VietnamDiscovery.com

City Breaks

Visa to Africa

Luxury Cruises

Visa to Oceania 

Honeymoon Moments

Family Trips Golf Experiences Veteran Tours

When it comes to a visa for Vietnamese citizens and foreigners in Vietnam to go abroad, Visana.vn always comes FIRST. We have served millions of individual and corporate 
clients through our 10+ years of operation. No matter where you want to visit, just let us know!


Visana.vn


It’s so great to have Ms. Vinh in Vietnam 
Discovery Travel’s Leadership. Always 
thirsty for giving the customers the best 
value, she has worked day and night 
with partners all over the country as 
well as around the world to create high-
value services. For her, just “Say less, do 
more, take everything simple but 
valuable for customers”.


Company Setup - Management 

Company Setup - Departments


